
Red 

of a color at the end of the spectrum next to orange and opposite violet, as of 
blood, fire, or rubies 

(of a person or their face or complexion) flushed or rosy, esp. with 
embarrassment, anger, or a healthy glow 

of or denoting the suits hearts and diamonds in a deck of cards. used to 
denote something forbidden, dangerous, or urgent : the force 

went on red alert. 
-One of the three primary colors; colors that can be mixed to make all other 
colors. 

Red can be associated with the womb, blood and warmth, hotness, fire- 
birth- Hymen 37/virginity/marriage- 

and even in art is considered a warm color. 
The idea of a rose blossoming is symbolical throughout the tale of Eros 
and Psyche- initially as Psyche who is beautiful but no one wants to 
marry her. 

Then her 'death' or loss of virginity/innocence- whether on the cliff where 
roses were strewn on her death bed- or when (24) Eros finally comes to her 
at night- again can be 

used for beauty- Eros and Psyche used for warning/intensity of beauty 
used for lying/hiding used for blood 
used for shock and seriousness 

Wound- signifying chain- by linking together parts of the text. 
Reds are not used past when Eros leaves Psyche after she burns him- 
and that is when Jove's Red Right Hand is mentioned. 
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myth- nobody knows who wrote this- not considered ' fiction' but are 
magical and fantastic- especially compared to everyday 'reality' 

fairy tale- normally for children- fictional stories- again- fantasy- monsters, 
witches, wizards, giants, dwarfs etc. 

dream- ambiguous as they can have free flowing structure- and can be 
easily forgotten- in a moment. 

unconscious mind- the thing that presents you with this 'dream-tale' when you 
sleep- unaware of what it can/will show you. 

big themes: Gods/ abstract entities- where each has a particular area of 
purpose and expertise. Sounds- Red- 

makes me think about joseph campbell's Hero Quest- specially in terms of 'call 
to adventure' 'crossing the threshold/trials and tribulations', the 'elixir of life' 

symbolical elements- and relation to fairytales/ 
don't give up- Psyche- and Eros when he is held in confines by Venus giving in 
to jealousy- leads to death- sisters. 

"in the last transformation for achieving mature humanity repressions must
be undone." 

"animal reveals itself as the source of human happiness" 
"in desiring mature consciousness one puts one's life on the line"- like 
psyches trials and tribulations- where death was always an option- which 
she even took- but was saved- 

in order to love one needs to be able to feel first- even if the feelings are 
negative. "true love requires years of endless travail" 

in a way Eros is ful filling the void created by his betrayal of Venus- 
with Psyche- therefore Psyche who was replacing Venus in that people had 
started worshipping her as she was so beautiful- did eventually replace Venus 
even in Eros' heart/ existence. 
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Red,q Ruddy- (of ones face) having a healthy red color. 

Carnation- a double-flowered cultivated variety of clove pink, with gray -green 
leaves and showy pink, white, or red flowers.- a rosy pink color 

Vermillion-a brilliant red pigment made from mercury sul fide 
(cinnabar). Crimson-of a rich deep red color inclining to purple :

Florid- elaborately or excessively intricate or complicated- having a red or 
flushed complexion 

Sanguine- cheerfully optimistic- blood red- Scarlet- 24 Rosy, 27 Roses 
on Venus' Ivory feet, 27 Psyche as an opening rose no one wants to 
'pluck', 32 roses strewn on psyche's 'death bed' 

Other elements to discuss. 29. Father sees his darlings grief + his will power 
on 30 45 warmth- fear- sweats on psyches forehead- getting trumped by her 
sisters- life blood curdling in her heart 46 Blood- sisters convince psyche to 
kill eros. 

Blue 48 Blue light- approaching to kill Eros- 22 psyches birth from sea, 
31 funeral torches in pale blue light, 52 blue violets- psyche lays 
helpless before Pan. 63 azure- when Jove's bird has ful filled the task of 
collecting water from the waterfall. 65- livid corpse's blue swollen hand
over river of dead. 

Chronology 22 psyches birth from sea blue 22 psyches intro warm cheeks 
Vermillion dye. 24 Rosy, 27 Roses on Venus' Ivory feet, 27 Psyche as an 
opening rose no one wants to 'pluck 31 funeral torches in pale blue light 

32 roses strewn on psyche's 'death bed' 40 ruddy hues of morn- eros 
warning psyche, 42, Ruddy, Vermillion, Crimson- all in attempt to hide 
Eros' identity from sisters 43, Rose of beauty of Eros- psyche lying to 
sisters 49, carnation and rubies- eros in light. 
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50, crimson and red blood- psyche pierces herself with the arrow- 
which causes her to drop oil on sleeping eros 51, sanguine and jove's 
Red right hand- the shock of waking eros and that psyche has seen him. 

52 blue violets- psyche lays helpless before Pan 63 azure- when Jove's 
bird has ful filled the task of collecting 65- livid corpse's blue swollen 
hand over river of dead 
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